The Human Immunodeficiency Virus Continuum of Care in European Union Countries in 2013: Data and Challenges
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**Background.** The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) has set a “90-90-90” target to curb the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemic by 2020, but methods used to assess whether countries have reached this target are not standardized, hindering comparisons.

**Methods.** Through a collaboration formed by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) with European HIV cohorts and surveillance agencies, we constructed a standardized, 4-stage continuum of care for 11 European Union countries for 2013. Stages were defined as (1) number of people living with HIV in the country by end of 2013; (2) proportion of stage 1 ever diagnosed; (3) proportion of stage 2 that ever initiated ART; and (4) proportion of stage 3 who became virally suppressed (≤200 copies/mL). Case surveillance data were used primarily to derive stages 1 (using back-calculation models) and 2, and cohort data for stages 3 and 4.

**Results.** In 2013, 674,500 people in the 11 countries were estimated to be living with HIV, ranging from 5,500 to 153,400 in each country. Overall HIV prevalence was 0.22% (range, 0.09%–0.36%). Overall proportions of each previous stage were 84% diagnosed, 84% on ART, and 85% virally suppressed (60% of people living with HIV). Two countries achieved ≥90% for all stages, and more than half had reached ≥90% for at least 1 stage.

**Conclusions.** European Union countries are nearing the 90-90-90 target. Reducing the proportion undiagnosed remains the greatest barrier to achieving this target, suggesting that further efforts are needed to improve HIV testing rates. Standardizing methods to derive comparable continuums of care remains a challenge.
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The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) continuum of care is a public health monitoring tool to conceptualize the care pathway that people living with HIV (PLHIV) progress through: diagnosis of HIV infection, linkage to and retention in HIV care, initiation of and adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART), and suppression of viremia [1]. This concept has increasingly been adopted to evaluate HIV program performance. Four stages of the HIV continuum can also be used to monitor the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) “90-90-90” target (90% of PLHIV diagnosed, 90% of those diagnosed on ART, 90% of those on treatment virally suppressed), which aims to curb the HIV epidemic by 2020 [2]. However, challenges with data quality, appropriate data sources, and the absence of standardized definitions have hampered comparisons across countries. An initiative led by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
in 2014 to monitor the Dublin Declaration on Partnership to Fight HIV/AIDS in Europe and Central Asia identified that many European countries lacked data for some, or all, continuum stages [3, 4]. This study, as well as a recent systematic review, concluded that, although many continuum estimates are being published, their comparability is limited by differences in data sources and methods used [3, 5].

Collaborations between public health surveillance and national clinical cohorts, where the latter exist, could help address gaps in data availability. The key advantage of using longitudinal clinical cohort data lies in their potential to enhance the internal consistency of care continua by using the same group of individuals, defined as “denominator-denominator linkage” [6], to analyze multiple stages. While the ideal continuum will maximize the number of stages with denominator-denominator linkage, additional data from HIV case surveillance systems are necessarily required to provide information on the diagnosed population, and as modeling inputs to estimate the total number of PLHIV.

We, therefore, aimed to construct a 4-stage standardized continuum of HIV care for 11 European countries using HIV case surveillance and national clinical cohort data. We assess the utility of using cohort data and describe the challenges encountered.

METHODS

Selection of Countries and Cohorts

HIV cohorts were drawn from EuroCoord (www.EuroCoord.net), a European Union (EU)–funded Network of Excellence that includes most European HIV cohorts [7, 8]. Only cohorts considered national—that is, multicenter and not restricted by risk group—were included. HIV cohorts and surveillance agencies in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom took part (Supplementary Data 1).

Standardized Definitions and Data Sources

Continuums of HIV care were constructed for each country using national-level HIV case surveillance data and HIV clinical cohort data. Four stages of the continuum of HIV care were estimated for 2013, the most recent year of data available (Table 1).

Stage 1: Number of PLHIV

Stage 1 was defined as the estimated total number of PLHIV in each country by the end of 2013. Those who had died or out-migrated were excluded where possible. Several countries had no out-migration data or could only make assumptions about the proportion who out-migrated (Supplementary Data 2).

Where feasible, back-calculation models that estimate HIV incidence and the undiagnosed fraction from routinely collected HIV case surveillance data were used. For consistency, PLHIV estimates generated using a back-calculation modeling tool developed by the ECDC [9] were prioritized. Five countries used the ECDC Modelling Tool “incidence method” [10]. If this was not appropriate (eg, due to incomplete case surveillance data), similar back-calculation methods tailored to countries’ own data were used (4 countries), either to estimate the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Analysis and Estimation Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) People living with HIV</td>
<td>Number of people living with HIV (diagnosed and undiagnosed) in each country by the end of 2013</td>
<td>HIV case surveillance data if available, or cohort data otherwise</td>
<td>Back-calculation models to estimate HIV incidence and the undiagnosed fraction (ECDC HIV Modeling Tool [9], 5 countries; other models, 4 countries), otherwise Multi-Parameter Evidence Synthesis (United Kingdom), or other surveillance/survey-based estimates (Sweden).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Diagnosed</td>
<td>Proportion of (1) ever diagnosed</td>
<td>HIV case surveillance data if available, or cohort data otherwise</td>
<td>Cumulative number of diagnosed by end of 2013, excluding out-migrations and deaths before the end of 2013 if feasible (3 countries using surveillance data; 3 countries using national cohort data). Otherwise, the diagnosed population was estimated using: ECDC HIV Modelling Tool (Austria, Belgium), statistical modeling (Spain), combining estimates of the population in care/not in care (France), or clinic-based surveys (Italy).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) ART</td>
<td>Proportion of (2) who ever initiated ART (regardless of treatment guidelines, antiretroviral drug regimens or number of drugs, treatment interruptions, or discontinuations)</td>
<td>Country-specific HIV cohorts</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics. Patients lost to follow-up to the cohort (ART/viral load status unknown) were excluded to give a high estimate, and included (assumed never on ART, where ART status unknown) in the low estimate. The preferred estimate was taken as the midpoint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Virally suppressed</td>
<td>Proportion of (3) who were virally suppressed (≤200 copies/mL) or below the level of detection of the assay) at last visit (1 July 2012 to 31 December 2013)</td>
<td>Country-specific HIV cohorts</td>
<td>As above. Patients lost to follow-up to the cohort with no recent viral load measurements were assumed to be unsuppressed in the low estimate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ART, antiretroviral therapy; ECDC, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.

* Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands.

* France, Germany, Italy, Spain.

* Germany, Greece, United Kingdom.

* Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden.

* Six months of 2012 were included to allow for delays in updating cohort records.
total number of PLHIV directly, or to estimate the undiagnosed population, combined with surveillance or survey-based estimates of the diagnosed population [11–13]. Otherwise, alternative approaches included multivariable evidence synthesis incorporating case surveillance and prevalence survey data (1 country) [14], or surveillance/survey-based estimates (1 country) (Supplementary Data 2).

Where feasible, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated using bootstrapping techniques. Adult prevalence was calculated using Eurostat population denominators for 2013 [15], excluding children <15 years.

Stage 2: Proportion Diagnosed
Stage 2 was defined as the proportion of all PLHIV, estimated as above, ever diagnosed, excluding deaths and out-migrations (Supplementary Data 2).

Ideally, the diagnosed population was derived from cumulative HIV case surveillance data to the end of 2013 (3 countries). Where this was not feasible (eg, surveillance systems that started recently or changed over time in geographic coverage), alternative approaches were used. These included estimating the diagnosed fraction from the ECDC HIV Modelling Tool (2 countries); combining estimates of the diagnosed population in care and not in care by triangulating data sources (1 country) [16]; use of national cohort data—that is, the number of patients diagnosed and in care, where linkage to care is expected to be extremely high (3 countries); statistical modeling using recent HIV case surveillance data to estimate new HIV diagnoses for all years (1 country); or infectious disease clinic survey-based estimates (1 country) [17].

A range of uncertainty was calculated by dividing the number diagnosed by the lower/upper confidence limits for the number of PLHIV, to reflect the uncertainty in estimating stage 1.

Stage 3: Proportion on ART
Stage 3 was defined as the proportion of those diagnosed, as above, who have ever initiated ART, regardless of prevailing treatment guidelines, antiretroviral regimens or number of drugs, or treatment interruptions or discontinuations. This definition was applied to country-specific cohort datasets. Patients known to have died or out-migrated by the end of 2013 were excluded, as were patients with unknown year of diagnosis if it was unclear they were diagnosed before the end of 2013. Those with unknown ART status or unknown year of ART initiation were assumed to be untreated by the end of 2013.

Minimum and maximum estimates were calculated based on assumptions about patients lost to follow-up (LTFU) to the cohort and whether they were likely to be receiving care in noncohort centers, or lost to care entirely and, therefore, likely not on ART and unsuppressed. For the maximum estimate, patients LTFU were excluded, and for the minimum estimate they were included and assumed to be untreated, unless their records indicated ART initiation. LTFU was defined as no clinic interaction 1 July 2012–31 December 2013 and, therefore, no ART or viral load (VL) data. Clinic interaction was based on any laboratory measurement, drug start date, or other evidence of an HIV clinic visit. The preferred estimate was the midpoint between the minimum and maximum estimate.

Stage 4: Proportion Virally Suppressed
Stage 4 was defined as the proportion of those ever on ART, as above, with a VL measurement ≤ 200 HIV RNA copies/mL, or below the assay detection limit, at their last visit 1 July 2012–31 December 2013. This VL threshold was chosen to allow for improvements over time in the lower limit of detection of the assay. Cohort data were used to calculate minimum and maximum estimates, and the midpoint between the 2. Patients LTFU (ie, no recent VL measurements) were excluded for the maximum estimate and included for the minimum estimate (assumed to be unsuppressed). Patients with no VL measurements 1 July 2012–31 December 2013, but classified as engaged in care based on other laboratory measurements, drug start dates, or clinic visits were assumed to be adherent to ART and suppressed.

Construction of Combined Regional Estimates
Country-level results were compiled and combined, and weighted averages calculated for each stage to construct a summary continuum for the region based on all 11 countries (Supplementary Data 3). Percentages were calculated using the previous stage as the denominator, as well as using a single denominator of PLHIV.

Ethical Approval
All participating clinical cohorts obtained ethics approvals from local ethics committees, national data agencies, or institutional review boards. Informed consent of patients was sought in accordance with national regulations. Surveillance data are collected under the authority of the public health agencies that abide with strict confidentiality and privacy data protection laws.

RESULTS
Continuum of HIV Care Estimates by Country
National estimates for the total number of PLHIV by the end of 2013 ranged from 5500 in Denmark to 153 400 in France, corresponding to a prevalence of 0.12% and 0.29%, respectively (Table 2). Prevalence was lowest in Austria and Sweden (both 0.09%), and highest in Spain (0.36%).

There was variation across the countries in the proportions estimated for each stage. In 2013, of all PLHIV, the proportions diagnosed ranged from 78% in Greece to 91% in Denmark, with 2 other countries (Italy and Sweden) also reaching ≥90%, and Austria just below this threshold at 88%. Of those diagnosed,
the proportions on ART range from 76% in Spain to 96% in Belgium. Five other countries (Austria, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, and Sweden) achieved ≥90% on ART. There was less variation between countries in the proportions virally suppressed. Of those on ART, the proportions virally suppressed were ≥81% in all countries, with the highest proportion estimated at 93% in both Denmark and Sweden. France and the Netherlands also achieved ≥90% virally suppressed. Only 2 countries, Denmark and Sweden, achieved ≥90% for each of the 3 continuum stages using our standardized definitions. Of the total PLHIV, Denmark and Sweden reached ≥73% virally suppressed, with France and the Netherlands nearing this target, at 72% and 70%, respectively.

Combined Estimates for the European Region (11 EU Countries)
Overall, 674 500 people were estimated to be living with HIV in the 11 EU countries by the end of 2013 (prevalence = 0.22%). Overall, the proportions at each stage were 84% of PLHIV diagnosed (79%–90%); 84% of those diagnosed on ART (81%–87%); and 85% of those on ART with viral suppression (76%–91%) (Figure 1). Of the total PLHIV, 60% were estimated to be virally suppressed. The greatest drop between successive stages of the continuum was observed between the number of PLHIV and the number diagnosed, with 16% of undiagnosed individuals falling out of the continuum.

**DISCUSSION**

The 11 EU countries included in this study, constituting roughly three-quarters of the EU population and three-quarters of HIV diagnoses in the EU in 2005–2014 [18], are nearing the UNAIDS 90-90-90 target, well ahead of 2020. Although few

---

### Table 2. Estimates for 4 Stages of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Continuum of Care for 2013, by Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>(1) No. PLHIV (95% CI)</th>
<th>HIV Prevalence*</th>
<th>(2) Diagnosed (Estimated Range)b</th>
<th>(3) Ever on ART (Min, Max Estimate)</th>
<th>(4) Suppressed (Min, Max Estimate)</th>
<th>Suppressed of All PLHIV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>6500 (6300–6700)</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>88% (86%–91%)</td>
<td>90% (85%, 94%)</td>
<td>84% (76%, 91%)</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>18000 (17700–18300)</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>84% (83%–85%)</td>
<td>96% (96%, 96%)</td>
<td>82% (77%, 87%)</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>5500 (5000–6000)</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>91% (83%–100%)</td>
<td>94% (93%, 94%)</td>
<td>92% (93%, 93%)</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>153400 (150600–155900)</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>84% (82%–85%)</td>
<td>93%*</td>
<td>92%*</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>80000 (69000–91000)</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>83% (73%–96%)</td>
<td>87% (83%, 90%)</td>
<td>81% (69%, 92%)</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>14200 (13700–14600)</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>78% (76%–81%)</td>
<td>82% (79%, 84%)</td>
<td>81% (72%, 89%)</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>128100 (122400–133500)</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>90% (86%–94%)</td>
<td>90% (90%, 92%)</td>
<td>91% (88%, 94%)</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>22000 (21400–22800)</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>85% (82%–88%)</td>
<td>91% (90%, 92%)</td>
<td>91% (88%, 94%)</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>140700 (128200–155200)</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
<td>82% (78%–86%)</td>
<td>76% (73%, 78%)</td>
<td>81% (72%, 89%)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>90%*</td>
<td>92% (92%, 92%)</td>
<td>93% (93%, 93%)</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>99100 (93000–107400)</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>81% (75%–87%)</td>
<td>82% (76%, 88%)</td>
<td>82% (70%, 94%)</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages shown for stages 2, 3, and 4 are out of the previous stage. Percentages in the final column are calculated out of the total PLHIV (1). Estimates were constructed using standardized methods and may differ from previously published results and official national statistics due to differences in data sources, definitions, and time periods [20–24].

*Adult HIV prevalence was estimated by dividing the number of PLHIV by Eurostat population denominators for adults aged >15 years in 2013.

bMinimum estimates are not applicable due to the methodology and data sources used to derive the population in care in France. Upper estimates were used to substitute the (missing) minimum estimates when calculating the combined estimates for the proportion on ART and proportion virally suppressed in the 11 European Union countries.

cEstimate for PLHIV generated using Austrian cohort data, which cover approximately 76% of people living with HIV in Austria.

*Estimated range (CI not available), informed by the ECDM Modelling Tool and triangulation with other estimates.

*Minimum estimates are applicable due to the methodology and data sources used to derive the population in care in France. Upper estimates were used to substitute the (missing) minimum estimates when calculating the combined estimates for the proportion on ART and proportion virally suppressed in the 11 European Union countries.

*Range for PLHIV in Italy calculated using the 95% CI for the undiagnosed estimate and, separately, a range of uncertainty for the number diagnosed and lost from care.

*The 95% CI, reflecting the uncertainty in estimating the diagnosed population nationally in Spain, using a statistical model.

*Surveillance and survey-based estimate for PLHIV. CIs were therefore not available for the estimate of PLHIV, nor was a range available for the diagnosed estimate. However, in Sweden, the number diagnosed is reliably estimated from the national cohort and surveillance data, for which there is no under- or delayed reporting. Point estimate of 7000 PLHIV used to substitute the (missing) upper and lower limit when calculating the overall range for the percentage diagnosed in the 11 European Union countries combined.

*Absolute number diagnosed in the United Kingdom is reliably derived from national surveillance data. The range presented reflects the uncertainty in the estimate for stage 1.

---

**Figure 1.** Continuum of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) care in 11 European Union countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom) for 2013. Weighted averages, accounting for the number of HIV-infected individuals at each stage in each country, were taken across all countries for each stage.* Percentages out of the previous stage. **Percentages among all people living with HIV by the end of 2013. Abbreviations: ART, antiretroviral therapy; PLHIV, people living with human immunodeficiency virus; VL, viral load.
countries achieved ≥90% for each stage, based on our standardized definitions, more than half had reached, or were close to, the target for at least 1 stage. Further improvements are also expected to have occurred since 2013, following recent changes in treatment guidelines [19]. However, reducing the undiagnosed proportion remains the biggest barrier to achieving this goal, with the largest drop between successive stages of the continuum observed at this first stage. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to standardize definitions and derive continuum of care estimates for the EU. Our estimates may differ from previously published results and official national statistics due to differences in data sources, definitions, and time periods, although these differences are relatively minor [20–25].

UNAIDS estimates for the number of PLHIV in 2013, derived using Spectrum/EPP software with HIV prevalence data and most suitable for countries with generalized epidemics [26], were only reported for 4 of the countries in our study [27]. Our estimates, based primarily on back-calculation modeling and routinely collected HIV case surveillance data, strengthen data availability for this stage and provide valuable information for HIV program monitoring and planning. We observed the highest HIV burden in France, Spain, Italy, and the United Kingdom, accounting for the majority of PLHIV in this region, concurring with earlier reports [27].

Losses from the continuum occurred between all stages, but were greatest between stages 1 and 2. Overall, 16% of PLHIV were undiagnosed, indicating that further efforts are required to improve HIV testing rates, particularly among most at-risk populations. Late presentation remains a major concern in Europe, with around half of new diagnoses presenting with a CD4 count <350 cells/µL [18, 28]. A systematic review published in 2011 suggested that rapid testing and counseling in community settings, community-based peer counseling campaigns, and expansion of opt-out testing policies may be effective interventions to improve HIV testing rates in men who have sex with men in high-income countries [29]. Provision of rapid HIV tests in pharmacies [30], and provider-initiated HIV testing in general practice or individuals presenting with indicator conditions [31, 32], may offer further opportunities to increase testing uptake. Widening legislation for and increasing access to self-testing and self-sampling are likely to increase testing, but must be coupled with channels for linkage to care [21].

The lowest proportions of diagnosed individuals on ART were estimated in Spain, Italy, Greece, and the United Kingdom. National treatment guidelines are likely to play a key role here. For example, in 2013, treatment guidelines in Greece, Spain, and the United Kingdom recommended ART initiation in patients with CD4 counts of ≤350 cells/µL. The proportion on ART is expected to improve once the recent changes in guidelines [19] are implemented. Lack of, or delayed, linkage to care following HIV diagnosis is a possible explanation. Although patients in high-income countries are usually linked to care within 3 months of diagnosis, delays among specific subgroups have been reported [16, 33]. Failure to achieve viral suppression after starting ART may reflect poor adherence, treatment interruptions or discontinuations, or insufficient time to achieve suppression for those recently initiating ART [16].

Increasing awareness of the continuum of care—for example, through national treatment and/or service delivery guidelines—and providing evidence-based recommendations to improve the testing and care environment, may also improve the care continuum [34].

These results must be interpreted in light of several key methodological challenges encountered. Use of the HIV Modelling Tool [9] facilitated the standardization of estimates for PLHIV, but applying the same approach to countries with different HIV surveillance systems was not always possible due to insufficient historical case surveillance data availability in some countries. Triangulation of data sources provides one possible solution, for example, summing estimates of the undiagnosed population with cohort or survey-based estimates of the diagnosed population in care/not in care [12].

Difficulties capturing out-migration or linking surveillance or cohort datasets to population migration and death registries were additional challenges. Misclassification of vital status or out-migration will potentially overestimate the number still alive and living in a country. Few countries in our study had access to reliable out-migration data (Supplementary Data 2), with linkage to population registries usually precluded by the lack of unique identifiers. Where possible, adjustments were made using estimated levels of out-migration. In the long term, efforts to improve the recording of vital status and out-migration in surveillance databases, as well as linkage to registries via unique identifiers, are needed. In some cases, lack of reliable in-migration data also complicated modeling of HIV incidence and the separating of earlier infections from new infections occurring after arrival within the country.

Estimating proportions using cohorts that are not representative of the diagnosed population nationally may introduce bias, so efforts are required to understand and correct for this. The cohorts in our study were large, including national cohorts with near complete coverage of the diagnosed population, and were fairly representative (Supplementary Data 1) [35]. Nevertheless, estimates from cohorts with low coverage should be interpreted with caution. Ideally, estimates derived using cohort data would be adjusted by calculating and applying weights based on the distribution of demographic variables in cohort and surveillance datasets [35].

Patients LTFU in cohort data present another challenge—namely, the assumptions that are made about whether they are still in care, taking ART and virally suppressed, or truly lost from care and unsuppressed. Assuming all have been lost from care entirely would underestimate retention in care and the proportion suppressed, as suggested by a clinical audit in the
United Kingdom [36]. Ideally cohorts would collect and update data on patients who transfer to other clinics, although this is challenging in practice. In the absence of reliable patient transfer data, plausible limits should be calculated based on varying assumptions, as we have done, with the true value likely to lie between these limits.

There were several strengths and limitations to this study. Collaborations formed between cohort investigators and surveillance agencies facilitated the construction of HIV continuums from PLHIV to viral suppression. We attempted to standardize methods to enhance comparability between countries, and to generate summary estimates for the region. However, complete standardization was not possible, given the different limitations in data availability and quality in each country, as well as inherent differences in cohort inclusion criteria. For example, the Italian and Spanish cohorts require participants to be ART-naive at baseline (Supplementary Data 1). Although the use of cohort data improved the internal consistency of the estimates, we were unable to link surveillance and cohort datasets in most countries to maximize internal consistency. For some countries we were unable to distinguish between those diagnosed and those linked to care (ie, enrolled in a cohort), although linkage to care is expected to be very high.

Additionally, our cross-sectional definitions do not address the timeliness of reaching each stage, or time spent at each stage, for example, time since starting ART [16]. Using a single VL measurement may also overestimate durable viral suppression [37]. However, our definitions provide a snapshot of the continuum in 2013 that is simple to interpret and communicate to policy makers. Treatment discontinuations or interruptions were not accounted for, which may result in overestimating the proportion “on ART.” However, a sensitivity analysis conducted for a few countries, restricting the definition of “on ART” to a record of ART between 1 July 2012 and 31 December 2013, made little difference to the overall proportions of PLHIV who were virally suppressed.

Finally, our study omitted 17 EU countries, mainly from Eastern and Central Europe as national cohort data were lacking, and, as such, estimates for the whole EU region may be lower than those presented here.

CONCLUSIONS

The 11 EU countries in our study are nearing the UNAIDS 90-90-90 target, with more than half having achieved ≥90% for 1 or more stages of the continuum. The main barrier to achieving this goal appears to be reducing the proportion undiagnosed. These data provide useful comparisons to governments and healthcare planners, but must be interpreted in context of the limitations and key challenges above, as well as cohort and country differences. Challenges remain in constructing and standardizing the continuum of care for all stages. Enhancements to data sources and methods are required to derive accurate estimates for national-level continuums of care, to facilitate comparisons between countries, and to generate regional and global estimates.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary materials are available at Clinical Infectious Diseases online. Consisting of data provided by the authors to benefit the reader, the posted materials are not copyedited and are the sole responsibility of the authors, so questions or comments should be addressed to the corresponding author.
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APPENDIX

Austrian HIV Cohort Study, Austria:

Steering committee members: Ninon Taylor, Maria Geit, Bernhard Haas, Manfred Kanatschnig, Armin Rieger, Andrea Steuer, Robert Zangerle

Coordinating Centre: University Hospital Innsbruck (Robert Zangerle)

Funding: Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES), Hospitals running HIV treatment centres, pharmaceutical companies (equal contributions, irrespective of their market shares)
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Belgian HIV cohort, Belgium:
The Belgian HIV surveillance including the Belgian HIV cohort is coordinated by the WIV/ISP (Scientific Institute of Public Health) and financed by the Belgian National Institute for Sickness and Invalidity Insurance (INAMI/RIZIV).

This work was supported by Preben og Anne Simonsens Danish HIV Cohort Study, Denmark:


Virology: Elisabeth Puchhammer-Stöckl (Vienna), Jörg Berg (Kepler Universität’s-klinikum Med Campus III, Linz).

Data management: Heinz Appoyer (IT-related), Gisela Leierer (AHIVCOS), Michaela Rappold (AHIVCOS), Stefanie Strickner (AHIVCOS).

Data safety and protection: Klaus Schindelwig (Innsbruck).

Scientific advisory board: Bruno Ledergerber (Zurich), Gerd Fätkenheuer (Cologne).

FHDH-ANRS CO4 cohort, France:
The FHDH ANRS CO4 cohort is funded by the ANRS, INSERM, Université Paris 6, Pasteur Foundation, France:

The WIV-ISP thanks the following members of the Belgian HIV cohort, Belgium:

• COREVIH coordinating center: French Ministry of Health


• Statistical analysis center: UMRS 1136 INSERM et UPMC (D Costagliola, Principal investigator, S Abgrall, S Grabar, M Guiguet, S Lang, L Lièvre, M Mary-Krause, H Roul, H Selinger-Leneman), INSERM-Transfert (V Potard).


ClinSurv HIV, Germany:
The clinical surveillance of HIV, ClinSurv HIV, is funded by the Robert Koch Institute, which is the German Public Health Institute.

AMACS, Greece:
The AMACS is a collaborative, open, ongoing, population-based cohort study started in 1996, initially supported financially by the Hellenic Center for Infectious Diseases Control (HCIDC).


Coordinating Center: Department of Hygiene, Epidemiology and Medical Statistics, Athens University Medical School, Greece (Touloumi G., Pantazis N., Vourli G., Souliotis T., Gioukari V.)

Participating Centers: 4th Dept of Internal Medicine, Athens Medical School, Attikon University Hospital (Antoniadou A., Papadopoulos A., Petrikos G.); Infectious Disease Unit, “Tzaneio” General Hospital of Piraeus (Chrysos G., Paraskeva D., Hatziastros P.); 1st Dept of Propedeutic Medicine, Athens University, Medical School “Laikon” General Hospital (Daikos G., Psychogiou M.); 1st Dept of Medicine, Infectious Diseases
Unit, “G. Gennimata” Athens General Hospital (Gargalianos-Kakolyris P, Xyloomenos G); 1st Dept of Internal Medicine, Infectious Diseases Section, Patras University Hospital (Gogos HA, Marangos MN, Panos G); Haemophilia Centre, 2nd Blood Transfusion Centre, “Laikon” Athens General Hospital (Katsarou O, Kouramba A, Ioannidou P); AIDS Unit, Dept of Pathophysiology, “Laikon” Athens General Hospital and Athens University, Medical School (Sipsas NV, Kontos A); Infectious Diseases Unit, Red Cross General Hospital of Athens (Lazanas M, Chini M, Tsogas N); 1st Dept of Internal Medicine, Infectious Diseases Division, AHEPA University Hospital, Aristotle University HIV Unit (Metallidis S, Tsachouridou O, Skoura L); 2nd Internal Medicine Clinic, 1st IKA (Panos G, Haratsis G); AIDS Unit, Clinic of Venereologic & Dermatologic Diseases, Athens University, Medical School, Syngros Hospital (Paparizos V, Leouw K, Kourkounti S); HIV Unit, 2nd Dpt. of Internal Medicine, Athens University, Medical School, Hippokration General Hospital (Sambatakou H, Mariolis I); Infectious Diseases & HIV Division, Dept of Internal Medicine, Evaggelismos Athens General Hospital (Skoutelis A, Papastamopoulos V); Infectious Diseases Unit, University General Hospital of Alexandroupolis, Democritus University of Thrace (Panagopoulos P, Ganiatis A).

ICoNA, Italy:
Board of Directors: A d’Arminio Monforte (President), M Andreoni, A Antinori, A Castagna, F Castelli, R Cauda, G Di Perri, M Galli, R Iardino, G Ippolito, A Lazzarin, G Marchetti, CF Perno, F von Schloesser, P Viale.
Biological Bank INMI: F Carletti, S Carrara, A Di Caro, S Graziano, F Petrone, G Prota, S Quarto, S Truffa.
Participating Physicians And Centers: A Giacometti, A Costantini, C Valeriani (Ancona); G Angaran, L Monno, C Santoro (Bari); F Maggiolo, C Suardi (Bergamo); P Viale, V Donati, G Verucchi (Bologna); F Castelli, E Quiros Roldan, C Minardi (Brescia); T Quirino, C Abeli (Busto Arsizio); PE Manconi, P Piano (Cagliari); B Cacopardo, B Celesia (Catania); J Vecchiet, K Falasca (Chieti); L Sighinolfi, D Segala (Ferrara); F Mazzotta, F Vichi (Firenze); G Cassolla, C Viscoli, A Alessandrini, N Bobbio, G Mazzarelli (Genova); C Mastroianni, V Belvisi (Latina); P Bonfanti, I Caramma (Lecco); A Chiodera, AP Castelli (Macerata); M Galli, A Lazzarin, G Rizzardini, M Puoti, A d’Arminio Monforte, AL Ridolfo, R Pioloni, A Castagna, S Salpietro, L Careni, MC Moioli, C Tincati, G Marchetti (Milano); C Mussini, C Puzzolante (Modena); A Gori, G Lapadula (Monza); N Abrescia, A Chirinni, G Borgia, F Di Martino, L Maddaloni, I Gentile, R Orlando (Napoli); F Baldelli, D Francisci (Perugia); G Parruti, T Ursini (Pescara); G Magnani, MA Ursiti (Reggio Emilia); R Cauda, M Andreoni, A Antinori, V Vullo, A Cristaudo, A Cingolani, G Baldin, S Cicalini, L Gallo, E Nicastri, R Acinapura, M Capozzi, R Libertone, S Savinelli, A Latini, G Iaiani, L Fontanelli Sulekova (Roma); M Cecchetto, F Viviani (Rovigo); MS Mura, G Maddeddu (Sassari); A De Luca, B Rossetti (Siena); P Caramello, G Di Perri, GC Orofino, S Bonora, M Scandria (Torino); M Bassetti, A Londero (Udine); G Pellizzer, V Manfrin (Vicenza).

ATHENA, The Netherlands:
The ATHENA database is maintained by Stichting HIV Monitoring and supported by a grant from the Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport through the Centre for Infectious Disease Control of the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment.
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CoRIS, Spain:

This work was supported by the Spanish Network of HIV/AIDS (RD12/0017/0018) and CIBER Epidemiología y Salud Pública (CIBERESP), Spain. J. del Amo, V. Hernando, A. Diaz: This article presents independent results and research. The views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Instituto de Salud Carlos III.

The InfCare HIV cohort is funded by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, and by the Swedish HIV clinics. InfCare HIV Steering Committee: Anders Sönnerborg (director), Veronica Svedhem-Johansson, Leo Flamholc, Magnus Gisslén, Bo Hejdeman, Hans Norgren, Suzanne Wendahl. InfCare HIV participating centres: Karolinska University Hospital, South Hospital, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Skane University Hospital, Borås Hospital, Eskilstuna Hospital, Falun Hospital, Gävle Hospital, Halmstad Hospital, Helsingborg Hospital, Kalmar Hospital, Karlskrona Hospital, Karlstad Hospital, Kristianstad Hospital, Linköping University Hospital, Ryhov County Hospital, Skövde Hospital, Sundsvall Hospital, Sunderbyn Hospital, Trollhättan Hospital, Uppsala University Hospital, University Hospital of Umeå, Visby Hospital, Västerås Central Hospital, Växjö Hospital, Örebro University Hospital, Östersund Hospital.

UK Collaborative HIV Cohort Study:
UK CHIC is funded by the UK Medical Research Council (grant numbers G0000199, G0600337, G0900274, and M004236). The views expressed in this manuscript are those of the researchers and not necessarily those of the Medical Research Council.


UK CHIC Central Co-ordination: University College London (Teresa Hill, Sophie Jose, Andrew Phillips, Caroline Sabin); Medical Research Council Clinical Trials Unit at UCL (MRC CTU at UCL), London (David Dunn, Adam Glabay).

UK CHIC Participating Centres: Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust (M Fisher, N Perry, S Tilbury, E Youssef, D Churchill); Chelsea and Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London (B Gazzard, M Nelson, R Everett, D Asboe, S Mandalia); King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London (F Post, H Korat, C Taylor, Z Gleisner, F Ibrahim, L Campbell); Mortimer Market Centre, University College London (R Gilson, N Brima, I Williams); Royal Free NHS Foundation Trust/University College London (M Johnson, M Youle, F Lampe, C Smith, R Tsimpis, C Chaloner, H McDonald, J Hand, C de Souza); Homerton University Hospital NHS Trust, London (J Walsh, N Mackie, A Winston, J Weber, F Ramzan, M Carter); Barts and The London NHS Trust, London (C Orkin, J Lynch, J Hand, C de Souza); Homerton University Hospital NHS Trust, London (J Anderson, S Mushni); North Middlesex University Hospital NHS Trust, London (J Ainsworth, A Schwenk, S Miller, C Wood); The Lothian University Hospitals NHS Trust, Edinburgh (C Leen, A Wilson, S Morris); North Bristol NHS Trust (M Gompels, S Allan); Leicester, University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust (A Palfreeman, K Memon, A Lewszuk); Middlesbrough, South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (D Chadwick, E Cooke, J Gibson); Woolwich, Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust (S Kegg, P Main, Dr Mitchell, Dr Hunter), St George’s Healthcare NHS Trust (P Hay, M Dhillon); York Teaching Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (F Martin, S Russell-Sharpe); Coventry, University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust (S Allan, A Harte, S Russell); Wolverhampton, The Royal Wolverhampton Hospitals NHS Trust (A Tariq, H Spencer, R Jones); Chertsey, Ashford and St Peter’s Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (J Pritchard, S Cumming, C Atkinson); Public Health England, London (V Delpech); UK Community Advisory Board (R Trevelion).